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The house. The mentor.
The archive.
Christian Kieckens
The design of the exhibition The house. The mentor. The archive. 
Christian Kieckens is a literal expression of the title: three themes, 
three mentalities, three components of an oeuvre. The house 
takes the form of a spatial element: an abstraction of the house 
in Baardegem (1995) transformed into a textile sculpture. This 
installation is a reference to the tent as the origin of architecture. 
The house brings together four presentations: two series of 
projections of completed buildings, an intervention by an invited 
architect or artist that will be replaced every two weeks, and a 
setting with a table and chair that presents itself as a room in a 
house, or una stanza.
On each of the two sides of the house there is a display of Christian 
Kieckens’ work since 1974. The left-hand wall is about looking 
for architecture from 1974 to 1995. The right-hand wall covers 
1995 to 2016 and in six themes presents this searching process 
as a conversion into building, into reality. Each wall has its own 
presence: on the left with original drawings, on the right the 
digitised plans and 3D visualisations. Both walls aim to convey 
knowledge, capture the essence in images, and demonstrate 
buildability. This on the basis both of Kieckens’ original drawings 
and the contributions made by his staff, from sketch to full-scale 
execution.
The third part, the mentor, can be seen in the lower area in the 
exhibition room. The main point here is the interaction between 
word and image. On the left-hand wall is a selection of words 
offered to and quotes from students, while the right-hand wall 
provides an overview of the talks and workshops from Kieckens’ last 
25 years of architectural teaching. Two collections are displayed 
between these two sections: student publications on the theme of 
Words & Things and student projects from Studios CK, workshops 
that include the Open Studio that Kieckens headed at several 
architectural institutions – first at Artesis Hogeschool and then 
Antwerp University. Each project is set in a different city and a 
different context and is based on research determined by each 
student.
The exhibition visualises themes that run throughout Christian 
Kieckens’ work. There are subjects that are clearly architecturally 
related, such as the autonomy of the architectural project, the 
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house within a house, the room and perspective, offering space, or 
the physical experience of space. Such intellectual motivations as 
the relationship between word and image, seeing and reflecting as 
‘the reason for’, working with art and graphics, are all mainly to be 
found in the early period. All this is founded on such metaphysical 
concepts as curare or the concern for collecting, Mnemosyne or 
the composition of the memory, and the consciousness of the 
layering of history.
These are keys to an introduction, and an invitation to sit down on 
the empty chair to see the work of artist friends who are engaged 
with similar affinities, all in an atmosphere of generosity. The 
architect is ‘absently present’. The visitor thinks: suitcase, house, 
square, pinacotheca, labyrinth, school, theatre…

Katrien Vandermarliere, Christian Kieckens
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 WALL A ‘Oneliners’ 2010-2011 + Theme words
 W&T 1  Selection of publications ‘Words & Things’
 W&T 2  Selection of concept notes for Open Studio CK graduation projects 
 W&T 3  ADSL publications 2008–2016
 W&T 4   Publications of Open Studio CK graduation projects
 WALL B ADSL 2008–2016 posters and films
 MP 1–10 Projects by former students, 2002–2015, in Studio CK,  TU Eindhoven, AA London, 
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 PPT1  Completed projects by Christian Kieckens architects  
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Kristien Daem, Mirjam Devriendt & Jean-Pierre Stoop, Bram Goots,  
Karel Moortgat, Jan Caudron, Marc Dubois, Bart Lenoir, Christian Kieckens

 PPT2  Completed projects by Christian Kieckens architects 
Photography © Reiner Lautwein

 CURARE Temporary interventions

 THE ARCHIVE
 1–7  Archive 1974–1995, books, drawings, plans, models
 8–14  Archive 1996–2016, books, drawings, models, 3D visualisations, A3 collections
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gains by drawing – in texts that have never been published – on the 
spatial systems in the work of Francesco Borromini, the ancient 
Egyptian pyramids, Giovanni Santini and Antoon Blanckaert.
His research is not limited to the medium of drawing. The in-depth 
textual analysis of the writings of Adolf Loos, Oswald Mathias Ungers 
and others have played an equally defining role in the fundamental 
notions behind Kieckens’ later designs. Examples include Loos’ ideas 
on structure and ornament, the thematisation of architecture and the 
question of the extent to which a building by Ungers can be abstract.
Photography is also part of the same study. In a photograph, the 
conversion of the perfect proportions recorded schematically in the 
drawings into buildings made of stone takes on an added dimension. 
Light makes its appearance as an element that defines space in 
Baroque architecture. The series of photos of domes in Bohemia and 
Bavaria taken in 1981 are an example of this.
The design sketch is the second way of drawing that appears in the 
exhibition. We are showing a limited selection of the more than four 
thousand sketches that have been preserved, these being the first 
designs for international competitions and small assignments that 
already point the way to the broad field of work evident in Kieckens’ 
future oeuvre: competitions for towns & cities, landscapes, urban 
districts, designs for exhibitions and similar, and objects. They make 
clear two other characteristics we would like to point out. Each 
design grows out of an extensive knowledge of the local culture and/
or history, which means that the assignment is analysed in great 
depth. And secondly, the sketches display a meticulous analysis of 
the context. Both are incorporated into a powerful contemporary form. 
This too is part of Kieckens’ design method and is visible in his very 
first work.
The sketch is like handwriting, different for every individual. In 
Kieckens’ case, sketching means giving concrete form to an idea. It 
is expressive and clearly understandable, sometimes with a leitmotif, 
a splash of colour, and usually the name of a city too. Kieckens sees 
drawing as the architect’s craftsmanship. The sketch is instinctive 
and intuitive and indicates how and where the space will arise in the 
design. The drawing is also a challenge, an attempt to express as 
much as possible in the fewest possible lines and energy. Kieckens 
sketches quickly because the design and the concept of the building 
have already developed in his mind. The drawing is the touchstone, 
the proof that the idea is right. As soon as the sketch has been done, 
the project is also complete. The drawing provides the concept of the 
building, the basic principles are clear, and the idea is definitive. In 
many cases, the design sketch also becomes the logo for the project.

Katrien Vandermarliere

The drawing and photography as 
research versus the drawing as an 
idea
The drawings in the exhibition show the development of an individual 
architectural language. For Christian Kieckens, trained in the tradition 
of St Luke’s School of Art, the drawing is a basis for learning to look, 
fathom and design architecture. This selection is only a limited 
part of the huge number that Kieckens has produced. We offer two 
points of view: the drawing as research and the drawing as a sketch 
for a design. Drawings of baroque churches in Bohemia, analyses 
of facades by the Aalst modernist Antoon Blanckaert, the pyramid 
of Cheops, the tre et uno assieme diagram (triangles and inscribed 
circles) in the Roman churches of Francesco Borromini, these all 
reproduce the spatial proportions and mutual relationships. This 
work by the young designer is a study of measuring systems and 
proportions, the basic elements of architecture in various cultures and 
periods. It is a way of reflecting, recording and defining the elements 
from which one’s own architectural design will be composed. This 
resulted in the basis of his own design method, which is founded on 
the unity of all the elements: nihil addi – nothing is added. It is not so 
important whether this has to do with the lack of assignments or with 
studies made because of a hunger for more knowledge. The fact is 
that lessons can be learnt from the history of architecture that allow 
the young designer to penetrate to the essence of architecture itself.
These drawings are analytical. They are not a rendering of reality, 
but of components, small parts and the relationships between them. 
They show both how the geometry of a structure is organised and 
the volumetry of the space. This sort of drawing requires an ability to 
reduce. What does the drawer show and why? It is also exploratory. 
What will he discover as he draws? In the case of the depiction of 
Borromini’s spaces, it is the insight that the proportions and the 
relationship between the plan and the cross-section are spatially 
perfectly related to each other.
Their cohesion only becomes clear as a result of the analysis. This not 
only leads to insight, but also enables the drawer to penetrate each 
element separately. In addition, he discovers the systematic nature of 
its application to various buildings and questions the context in which 
a specific solution or application arises: the building material and the 
possibilities. Insight, system and contextual overview make sure that 
one transcends the subject studied and sees the building/object of 
study as an expression of the culture in which the building came into 
being. Studying buildings by the same architect or from the same 
period in this way leads to a theoretical exposition.
This is how Kieckens sets to work. He writes down the insights he 
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Working with architecture,  
1974-2015

 1 Research, 1974-1995

Christian Kieckens’ career started at a time when the production 
of architecture in Belgium was of limited interest and amount. 
Assignments for building projects were scarce. The 1973 oil crisis 
led to a general economic crisis. Kieckens set himself his own 
tasks: he studied writings on and by the Japanese post-metabolists.
The Godecharle Prize for Architecture, which he won in 1981, 
provided him with a sum of money that enabled him to go on his 
first study trip to Czechoslovakia and to take photos of the Baroque 
architecture of Johann Santini Aichel, Christoph and Kilian Ignaz 
Dientzenhofer, Johann Lukas von Hildebrandt and so on.
He took part in international competitions. What is striking is that 
he designed both landscapes and for the city: Zeeland and the 
site of the Battle of Waterloo. The projects for Brussels, Barcelona, 
Antwerp and Venice show how each separate urban fabric serves 
as a starting point for its project. The city is both the context and 
the culture that gives energy to the design. The urban designs 
concentrated very much on the user’s experience, offering stimuli 
and perceptions. The new programmes that Kieckens proposed 
offered the city imagination.

 2 Francesco Borromini, 1983

Kieckens sees architectural history as a constantly present source 
of study, inspiration and stimulus for his own work. The studies 
were sometimes made through language, manifesto and exposition 
(Adolf Loos in 1985), sometimes by means of drawing, redrawing, 
the analysis of proportions, geometry and spatial projections. 
This individual study enriched his own design work and was 
also a preparation for his later career as a teacher. Kieckens was 
fascinated by the analytical research of Pieter De Bruyne and, 
fuelled by the lessons from the engineer Louis van Mechelen on 
the golden section, he concentrated on Baroque architecture. His 
study of geometry in Borromini’s building structure and method 
resulted in the insight that ‘light’ was the building material of 
the Baroque. Or rather, the way the light from the dome was 
manipulated and entered the space in a structured manner. In this 
way the basic elements of Baroque architecture also became clear: 
geometry, building structure and light, but also the use of emblems. 
For example, Kieckens analysed Santini’s church: the five-pointed 

star that appeared around St John Nepomuk on his death and the 
form of the tongue can be found in the plan (as a martyr, Nepomuk 
had his tongue cut off). In this way, Santini introduced into 
architecture a symbolism that was only made visible by a study of 
the spatial movements and the system, at the same time resulting 
in a fusion of Gothic and Baroque: ‘baroque gothic’. In addition, it 
became clear that the plan and section do not exist alongside one 
another, but form a single autonomous system, based on the 17th-
century discovery of the cosmos, the Baroque counterpoint. In the 
Renaissance, one central point was known – the person himself – 
concentrated in a circle or a square. In the Baroque, people became 
aware of the division into ‘world’ and ‘cosmos’. In geometry two foci 
appeared: the person and the cosmos, resulting in the ellipse and 
the oval. As a result, one also finds in the Baroque that systematic 
composition in the third dimension and multiple spaces flow into 
one another. A building does not stand alone, but can be based on 
a geometrical drawing that is related to the way these spaces can 
be built in reality. More specifically, it is about the conversion, in 
the design, of the ruler and compass into chalk and cord, with the 
Roman foot as a measure.

 3 Commitment: working on a culture of architecture. 
  Stichting Architectuurmuseum

In 1983, Christian Kieckens and Marc Dubois set up the S/AM. 
This architectural association was active for about ten years and 
laid the foundations for an awareness of architecture in Belgium. 
Through talks and excursions, architects, artists, principals and 
anyone who was interested was kept up to date on architectural 
trends abroad, for example in Frankfurt, Barcelona, Switzerland 
and Portugal. In Belgium, the organisation mounted exhibitions on 
architecture. The initial informative members’ newssheet expanded 
into an interesting professional journal. It offered indictments of a 
compartmentalised assignment policy, articles on historical Belgian 
and international architects, work by young architects and useful 
information for architects. Kieckens was its editor-in-chief, curator 
and designer, but he also contributed articles and design in a semi-
permanent cooperative approach with people such as  
Marc Dubois, Steven Stals, Paul Robbrecht and Paul Vermeulen.

 4 Graphic Design, 1975-2015

Kieckens’ love of graphic design was probably kindled in his 
parents’ record shop. In the 1960s and 1970s, music and the 
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atmosphere created on record sleeves were trendsetters for new 
ideas. In this sense, the design of pop culture is a visual culture 
that mutually influenced artists and designers. The record sleeves 
issued by the Verve record company in the 1960s and ECM in the 
1970s inspired Kieckens the most. An exhibition by El Lissitzky also 
had an influence on him. The first publication Kieckens designed 
dates from 1981 and was about the Japanese architect Hiromi 
Fujii. It accompanied an exhibition that was mounted in fourteen 
Belgian and Dutch architectural institutions. Kieckens’ fascination 
with graphic design was also fuelled by the design of the Spanish 
magazine Quaderns di Arquitectura in around 1986. At that time, 
Barcelona was an interesting place for designers: a belief in the 
perfectibility of the city, and a pride and optimism were finding their 
way into the new architecture, urban planning, the organisation of 
public space, graphic design, general design and interior design. 
In the run-up to the 1992 Olympic Games, innovation stimulated 
remarkable results. In Kieckens’ case, graphic design, like spatial 
design, was determined by grids and proportions: a derivative of 
Borromini’s ratio of √3:3 or the 2:3 proportion in fifths, which Plato 
called the best proportion for a courtyard.

	 5	 1815,	Caffé	Wolff

1815   The competition design for the reorganisation of the 
Waterloo site included a building and the layout of the landscape. 
The building was based on the metaphor of two crossed sabres. At 
their intersection is the 19th-century panorama of the battle. The 
design offers the possibility of viewing it quickly or taking more time. 
Quick: even from the car park one already gets a perspective view 
of the hill (with lines marked in the ground). The slow visit goes by 
means of a walk that takes just as long as the battle itself. A footpath 
indicates how Napoleon forced his troops up against Wellington’s. 
A matrix grid laid over the landscape determined the siting of an 
installation that resulted from cooperation with two artists. Some 
of the places for interventions were located along the circuit, while 
others were hidden in the fields. In this design, Kieckens wanted 
to link the notion of ‘experience’ to that of ‘landscape’, and to make 
the re-experience more conscious by following the progress of 
the battle. Everything does not have to be immediately visible or 
consumable.

Wolff   The redesign of the interior of a large mediaeval building in 
Ghent. In the oval space with its recesses, the sequence of smaller 
interiors provides room for both group conversations and intimate 
ones. By means of his interventions, Kieckens wanted to create 

the atmosphere of a metropolitan literary café where the furniture, 
decoration and interior form a single whole. A clock was worked 
into the floor of the café: a reference to ‘ici on passe son temps’.

 6 Architetti della Fiandra, S65, Interior 94

ADF   Fantasia Fiamminga con veduta Veneziana: the exhibition 
design for the first Belgian entry at the Architecture Biennale in 
Venice, organised by S/AM, was an installation using six platforms. 
The arrangement of four ‘pontoons’ lengthwise and two transverse 
‘wings’ created a new interior in the pavilion. This consequently 
changed the floor plan, but it kept to the logic of the material 
exhibited: the built work of young architects in Flanders. The 
intervention responded as much to the proportions as to the light 
in the pavilion itself. ‘Image, screen, plane and perspective’ are the 
connotations incorporated into the design. The inspiration for this 
was the history of landscape painters and the mutual influence 
between Venice and Flanders.

S65   Galerie S65 has four separate exhibition rooms. The 
introduction of an additional layer/drawing gave rise to its own 
space, or studiolo, marked only by four corners, which is a reference 
to the philosopher Gaston Bachelard. The result is that a sort of 
interior labyrinth is perceived and the sequence of the circuit is 
completely altered. The experience of the space becomes different 
and new perspectives are created.

INT94   For the design and layout of the Kortrijk furniture fair 
Interieur 94, Christian Kieckens wanted to distance himself from the 
fixed circuit that had been used for years. Inspired by an urban grid, 
he introduced blocks, streets, squares and a great boulevard. All the 
halls were also linked together by means of a second grid based on 
the most economical division for the letting of the stands. The result 
was an open circuit in which the experience of a certain freedom 
and even of loss of orientation was set off by the recognisability of 
the long wooden boulevard or rambla. The significance of strolling 
and taking a rest on the boulevard came to the fore here too. The 
visitor is led via the rambla through gateways to an ‘urban event’: 
pavilions in which the many facets of culture provide inspiration for 
architecture, interior and design. Kieckens also designed a ‘grand 
square’ – a campo or piazza – with walls in Bakelite panels, which 
provided the exhibition space for the ‘Minimal Design’ show.
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 7 B-O House, Spaarkrediet, Van Hover-De Pus House,  
  Interior for Lucas Van Schuylenbergh

B&O   The plan for the B-O house was based on two volumes 
inserted into one another, a reference to Louis Kahn. The 
arrangement divided the house into daytime and night-time 
sections and structured four gardens on the site. The original 
intention was to clad the house entirely in wood, thus making 
reference to Peter Callebaut’s house in Zeebrugge, and then to 
scorch it black like the works of the sculptor David Nash. The 
double staircase to the upper floor that separates the children’s 
room from the parents’ bedroom in this way generates a house 
within a house; not in the plan, but by its use.

S   The design of a bank branch with a meeting room in a converted 
19th-century building went against prevailing trends. Instead of 
separate counters screening the clerks off from the customers, 
here we have an open space with a long table as a counter. The 
modification of the meeting room on the first floor is based on an 
abstraction of the geometry of the existing space. The decoration 
and ornamentation are cross-shaped.

VHDP   The first design shows a complex form and a division into 
winter and summer houses. Later designs ultimately resulted in 
a clear wedge-shaped volume based on a numerical series. It is 
composed of three volumes that intersect with one another. In 
each façade there is a single window, also in the roof, though the 
latter was not executed. The seemingly minimalist image could 
only be achieved by means of extremely meticulously elaborated 
details free of any formalism. This minimal architecture was typical 
of the 1990-94 period. As a designer, Kieckens wanted to remove 
elements and focus all the attention on the creation of a generous 
space for the users. The foundation for this is to be found in 
Borromini’s theme of nihil addi (‘nothing added’) and the ‘absent 
presence’ found in Swiss buildings.

LVS   The interior for the splendid furniture collector Pieter De 
Bruyne (1931-1987), which was not executed, is halfway between 
a living area and a presentation space. It is actually the living area 
behind a jeweller’s shop. Two specific pieces of furniture were 
incorporated and given a place of their own. In addition there were 
two interventions using light: an illuminated outside wall with a wall-
fountain and the introduction of daylight through a skylight. This is 
composed of a part cut from a pyramid and is elaborated as stone 
dressing, whereby light becomes matter and the blue sky is visible 
from the original enclosed dark room. The arrangement, furniture 

and design method of Pieter De Bruyne have been a constant 
point of reference in Christian Kieckens’ career. The study of his 
work, the cooperation, the conversion of several of his designs, 
living and working in De Bruyne’s house and the compilation of 
the catalogue of his oeuvre and the retrospective exhibition at the 
Design Museum in Ghent in 2012 show a profound knowledge of 
and admiration for his teacher.

 8 Houses, 1997-2015

Although Christian Kieckens has designed numerous houses, 
only two of them have been built. The very specific requests made 
by clients turn out for various reasons not always to be feasible, 
neither for them nor the designer. Although every house takes as 
its starting point the specific nature of the assignment and the 
characteristics of the location, a design-based principle is always 
incorporated into its development: measurements and spatial 
proportions. In the first period the architectonic composition 
was based on the number 2, which led to quite expressive 
designs. Later, the appearance of the houses assumed a clearer 
structure and were more restful to look at. The reason for this 
was a changing study of buildability, and the introduction of such 
themes as ‘inconspicuous clarity’, the absence of architectonic 
forms, the interpretation of the surroundings, the removal of the 
superfluous, and the house and its use. But references to art and 
the architecture of Lewerenz and Zumthor also appeared. There 
is for example the unexecuted extension to the Lenglet house 
in Ukkel, designed by Louis-Herman De Koninck in 1928. Not a 
modernist extension, nor an expressive formal idiom that attracts all 
the attention. The addition is a modest black volume with identical 
large windows that draws the attention to the existing house. The 
extension of a Provencal house near Mont Sainte-Victoire in Aix-en-
Provence was designed from a single perspective: the view from 
the new, sunken extension that includes the mountain so often 
painted by Cézanne. The design for the Vandererve house adjacent 
to the Sonian Forest in Tervuren started out from the request for 
lots of walls to hang works of art on. This led to the specific building 
structure. In the design for the extension of a traditional farmhouse 
in Aalst, a square farmstead was created by integrating a new patio. 
The response to a request for a ‘conceptual house’ on the outskirts 
of Brussels resulted in an initial proposal for a suburban house with 
an open piano nobile, while the second proposal took Adolf Loos’ 
Haus Müller as a reference, on the basis of the similar location of 
the site. The Van Hover-De Pus house (1990-95) which was built in 
Baardegem looks like a turning point in the research into a different 
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idiom. There is deliberately no unambiguous formal language. 
Context is viewed as a critical mass whereby time, place and theory 
shape the design on the basis of a programme that was not clearly 
defined. The ‘Brits Pad’ house in Knokke-Heist was also built. The 
existing villa was demolished. The design rigorously follows the 
compulsory building regulations. The house, intended as a rental 
villa, was intended to provide the maximum amount of room without 
fixing the function, programme or floor areas. The house expresses 
no more than the act of building: logical structure, interpretations 
of views from the interior, the relations between and reflections of 
materials. The house nestles into its site as if it had always been 
there.

 9 Exhibition design, 1995-2016

In 1990 Marc Dubois wrote a piece about Christian Kieckens’ latest 
work that described it as ‘thematisation as salvation’. This method, 
which arises out of ‘language’ – words that generate images – is 
mainly discernible in his exhibition designs. From the angle of 
research-by-design, this rather ephemeral architecture clearly 
generates the way theory and practice can form a single whole. As 
a consequence, these designs display a number of the essential 
points of view in Christian Kieckens’ architecture. His spatial 
interventions start out from a desire to introduce order: patterns, 
grids and the reproduction of the street-plan all recur several times. 
All for the purpose of conveying the content and the experience, 
the unemphatic circuit that establishes views and relationships, the 
clever light effects that are not averse to theatricality, and refined 
furniture design. The designs for exhibitions turn out to form the 
majority of his work. But their temporariness means they now exist 
only in our memory and can be studied only in photos and plans.

Several sets can be distinguished. First of all there are the ‘9 + 1 
designs’ for Le Fresnoy, the Studio National d’Art Contemporain in 
Tourcoing. This institution, a conversion by Bernard Tschumi dating 
from 1995, was one of the last of President François Mitterand’s 
Grand Projets. The former 1925 indoor skating rink houses a 
postgraduate course in film and multimedia. Exhibitions on film, 
video and new media are constantly being held in the large and 
small halls. This meant that the concept of the black box was 
almost imperative. But what is equally essential is the logic of the 
composition and the circuit, which determine the experience of 
the frequently changing work shown. In addition, each work of art 
requires something specific, because of its dimensions. One of the 
projects was ‘Panorama 8’ (2007), supervised by  

Dominique Païni. The layout was based on the ‘idea of a city’. The 
form of the publication, which Kieckens also decided, is conceived 
as a film-like volume, but with one specific operation, which 
was the silver ‘8’ on the cover. At first sight it looked like a pair of 
handcuffs, a reference to the title Présumés coupables! (‘assumed 
to be guilty’). The reference to the city is also clear in the proposals 
for the floor plan for the stands at the Interieur furniture fair in 
Kortrijk. The plan was based on a grid of street blocks, streets and 
squares. For Interieur 98 another layer was added: the creation 
of two red pavilions by the guest curator Rolf Fehlbaum, the CEO 
and inspiration behind Vitra, who at that moment had published 
his renowned ‘little red book’ with photos of chairs from his private 
collection. The pavilions were a materialisation of the book: an 
interior into which objects could be introduced.

In many of the exhibition designs, influences originating in art and/
or wordplay have been a medium for the concept. The installation 
for Kieckens’ ‘Table Landscape’ exhibition (1997) at deSingel was 
a construction which, because of its position on the slope of the 
exhibition area, was both a table and a portico. The object referred 
to the word-pair ‘Table-Mountain’.

One of the connotations of the ‘exhibition box’ for ‘Arquitectura de 
Flandes’ (1997) in Barcelona was as one of Duchamp’s boîtes en 
valise, in which several items were collected together. There was 
also a response to the specific location of the sunken exhibition 
space at the Collegi de Arquitectes de Catalunya in Barcelona. 
The location was on a public square and had large windows that 
allowed people to look in.

For the Zeeuws Museum (2002-7) in Middelburg, exhibition design 
was transformed into museum design. The museum was custom 
built to fit a specific museum display. Each of the 22 rooms of the 
former abbey was designed specifically around the objects to be 
exhibited. In some cases Kieckens used a metaphor, such as for the 
trunks of the United East India Company and the collection of the 
Royal Zeeland Society of Sciences in the attic. The trunks look as if 
they have just come off a ship. But they could equally be a reference 
to Gaston Bachelard’s piece L’intérieur d’un coffer est un espace 
d’intimité (La Poétique de l’Espace, 1957).

Two more recent exhibition designs were created to show the 
oeuvres of other designers. For ‘Pieter De Bruyne’ (2012) at 
the Design Museum in Ghent, Kieckens also applied a neutral 
grid throughout the space. At precisely determined places he 
created perspectives to establish visual dialogues between the 
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early and late work. For the exhibition on ‘The Turnhout School’ 
(2012), abstract models of the typical plans of the three architects 
concerned formed the basis for the individual presentations. One 
can quite easily interpret the exhibition design as a small housing 
estate.

The development of the present exhibition at deSingel by the 
Flemish Architecture Institute (2016) is the materialisation of 
constantly recurring themes: the 1:1 scale, the tent as the basis of 
architecture, the theatrical element in exhibition design, the open 
perspective. What is new is the invitation to enter into dialogue: the 
empty space makes room for work by eight alternating artists.  
Aby Warburg’s Mnémosyne archive (1926) is the visual starting 
point for this exhibition.

 10-11 Housing ensembles, 1999-2013

In 1999 an increase in scale occurred in Kieckens’ oeuvre as far 
as building in the city was concerned. The first impulse was given 
by Jo Coenen in his role as supervisor of the master-plan for the 
Céramique district in Maastricht. Kieckens was given the task of 
designing the end-piece, Block 30A2, on the Céramique site (1999-
2010). Changes in the sizes of the sites, the various successive 
building decisions that went with this, and the transfer to different 
principals all led to a design history of fifteen projects in the course 
of seven years. Because Jo Coenen said that this design could 
have a different appearance from the brick architecture of the 
surrounding district, white walls with frames in grey concrete and 
a bluestone plinth were chosen. The panels of white glass refer to 
‘ceramic’ as a reflective building material. The image of a crystalline 
volume in a rigid structure that had once been proposed was 
changed to the abstraction of a Milanese casa.

In this same period, ‘the city’ was the subject of design research 
for projects in Brussels, Mechelen, Antwerp, Lommel and Bergen 
op Zoom. They all make a theme of the use of space, and the 
interaction between the private and common open space, a theme 
that is an essential part of the composition of the way land is 
used. They all also demonstrated the importance of the design of 
‘metropolitan images’ for urban space.

For the Îlot Schuddeveld (2001-4) next to the St Hubert Arcade 
in Brussels, a clear building method and the inclusion of an open 
central area formed the starting point for the concept. As a result 
of changes in programmes, rejection by municipal departments, 

and the lack of a vision for inner city sites subject to ICOMOS 
regulations, eighteen design proposals and four applications for 
planning permission resulted in a project that existed only on paper.

The Escada house (2001-4) is a corner building on IJzeren Leen 
in Mechelen. After a design for a new building had been rejected, 
the Department of Monuments asked that ‘a part of the existing 
building chosen by the architect should be preserved’. Kieckens 
opted to retain the brick façade as an envelope for the building, to 
completely hollow out the corner building and build a new structure 
behind it. This was not a statement on ‘facadism’, but it does 
make clear that the façade is related to the plan and vice versa. 
In addition, Kieckens wanted to provide a view of St Rombout’s 
Cathedral from inside the building. The largest space in what is 
otherwise a completely built-up site does indeed offer this generous 
view.

The ‘Graffito’ project (2002-7) along Vleminckveld in Antwerp was 
intended to look back to the ‘white city’, as Antwerp was known in 
the 19th century because of its white plastered facades. In addition, 
the project forms a street frontage with large loggias over a length 
of 65 metres. The plan is composed on the basis of two objectives: 
an internal patio allows for a view of Renaat Braem’s police tower 
and in the plan the technical zones in the flats are conceived as 
central areas so that both day and night-time use could be arranged 
on both sides.

The ‘4 houses’ project on the Hertog Jan site in Lommel (2002-7) 
have a clever design. It is a combination of the most appropriate 
building structure, economical spans, the expression of the corner 
volumes by means of the formal idiom, and spatial thinking: under 
the ground, four volumes were connected rather than divided up.

The architects of the three volumes containing homes to let 
(2002-6) in Bergen op Zoom, Jo Janssen, Marx & Steketee and 
Christian Kieckens, opted to use the same materials. Kieckens’ 
‘Villa Veneta’, the twisted volume on the left, incorporates the whole 
composition into itself and thus forms a ‘beginning or end to the 
overall set of six buildings’.

The ‘Meyboom’ project (2006-13) in Brussels consists of an 
ensemble of four urban housing blocks designed around an 
enclosed inner area on the corner of Zandstraat and Moerasstraat. 
The site has a certain reputation and significance as a result of 
the proximity of two important historical buildings: the ‘Magasins 
Waucquez’ (1902) by the architect Victor Horta and the buildings 
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of ‘Le Peuple’ newspaper (1931) by Maxime Brunfaut. The project 
is founded on a clear architectural language. It is based on a type 
of urban dwelling and the end of the roofs is stepped, making 
reference to the ziggurat or the mastaba, thereby creating long 
terraces on the upper floors. The façade materials and tectonics 
were chosen so as to link up with the typical colours and materials 
of Brussels architecture, these being beige and sand-coloured tints. 
This choice also alludes to the name ‘Zandstraat’ (Sand Street). 
The whole complex is integrated autonomously into the urban 
fabric. It has a presence alongside many other urban buildings 
and in this way is intended to make its own contribution to cultural 
sustainability in the city. This project offers a contemporary building 
culture that incorporates the authentic traditional building style of 
Brussels.

The request for a housing complex at Galgenweel in Antwerp 
(2006) was stopped prematurely by the principal. The project is 
located on the finest part of the whole site, with views of the city. It 
starts out from three volumes that embrace a large open patio with 
a view. Galleries and terraces define the architectural image and 
a floor inscription refers to Paul Otlet’s Mundaneum (1928). The 
rigid building structure is necessary to make underground parking 
possible and to be able to give logical content to the plans of the 
flats.

 12-13 Utility buildings, 1994-2016

Three principles that recur in all designs for utility buildings are 
sustainability, adaptability of use and the generous provision of 
space for the work to be carried out there. The Salto art printing 
company (1994-6), which has since been modified, was previously 
a 1962 laundry that was part of an old and abandoned psychiatric 
institution in Oud-Rekem. The guiding notion was that of a 
‘casing’, an intermediate zone between the old building and the 
surroundings. The envelope creates an in-between zone that fulfils 
the necessary climate control and technical requirements.

Future usability was also the concept for the Sanderus printing 
company (1996-8) in Oudenaarde. The façade is a frontage along 
a typical Flemish arterial road and can be filled in as desired. In the 
third phase of building in 2016, the front building is being tackled 
with a new design for the façade. The design concept behind the 
spatial composition is the theme of ‘stacking’, thus responding to 
the themes of ‘impression/expression’ that inspired the first stage 
of building and refer to the printer’s craft.

The request for a new building for a student centre (1996-8) at the 
Catholic University of Brabant in Tilburg was combined with the 
idea of designing a continuous row of buildings for various uses 
along the rim of the campus site and adjacent to the pedestrian 
zone. This student centre was to be the first in the row, out of 
which the H-form in the plan arose. The ground-plan, with its 
three identical parts, complies with a constructional sobriety 
that follows the Dutch model. The facades reveal the invisible 
construction principle: masonry for the supporting walls, plastered 
facades for the non-supporting ones. The building is the result of 
maximum economy in every aspect of the assignment: maximum 
capacity, minimum use of land, minimum building cost and future 
adaptability.

Following the successful cooperation for the layout of the Interieur 
design biennale, Kieckens was commissioned to convert an 
intermediate hall at Kortrijk Xpo into an enclosed building that 
connects the existing halls together (1998-9). By analogy with the 
complex of halls in Frankfurt designed by O.M. Ungers, Kieckens 
projected a space with its own rhythmicality that starts out from 
the grid of the existing halls. The part that has been built is the first 
phase of a master-plan that should result in a 300-metre-long stoa 
to which all the halls would be connected. This long passageway is 
given its rhythm by domes in the form of ‘light rooms’ that combine 
daylight and artificial light. Because it has columns, this hall can be 
used as an exhibition or commercial space.

The principal for the offices of the Caractère tour operator (2001-3) 
in Erpe-Mere asked for a design for a ‘house’. And the project does 
start out with the image of the house. The composition of the plan 
also refers to the typology of the dwelling: a typical entrance hall, a 
fully-developed upper floor and a large attic room with patio. The 
design is underpinned by a rigid framework. It is a maximisation of 
the building volume, which is converted into coherent geometry 
and volumetry that comply with the urban planning regulations. The 
construction, material and details all follow the same intensive logic.

It is never straightforward to build in Brussels. The conversion of a 
storehouse at the rear of a site into offices (2002-4) in Brussels is 
an example of urban infill and adaptable use. The request for a new 
use for the storehouse was made in 2002. The building had been 
constructed in 1925 as a toy warehouse, in 1951 an upper floor had 
been added and it had been converted into a wine business, and in 
the 1990s it became a small business making pitta bread.  
Christian Kieckens Architects cleared two storeys of the old 
construction to make office space. The upper floor was arranged 
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as a night-time part attached to the house at the front. An 
interesting chain of functions offered numerous possibilities: 
the ground floor passage with a perspective view, two 
patios that allow in light and in the summer provide a cool 
climate setting, and a wood-clad in-between volume in which 
circulation is discretely enclosed while offering a restful 
appearance in the chaotic urban surroundings.

In Flanders, the former arterial road between two provincial 
towns is a ‘generic place’. The view is the same everywhere, 
yet slightly different, which is a consequence of a negligent 
attitude towards space and the landscape. It is in this 
sort of context that the office building for the bailiff Filip 
Vandermarliere (2011-14) in Roeselare stands, in the middle 
of an amalgam of expressionless buildings. The building 
distances itself from its immediate surroundings and is 
composed on the basis of its own logic of form. Here too, the 
basic principle is to create the maximum spatial structure on 
the basis of the building regulations. The window, a ‘type’ that 
was also developed for other buildings, is here incorporated 
into the design as a ‘theme’. Its repetition vaguely recalls 
classical architecture such as abbeys with cloisters. Here, 
interior is the diametrical opposite of exterior, which by itself 
is not intended to conceal anything, while the views from the 
inside to the outside tell us everything about back extensions 
and ad hoc situations that once led Belgium to be called ‘the 
ugliest country in the world’. From the outside looking in, you 
see only simplicity, from the inside looking out it is all ugliness.

The winning design for the crematorium (2011-15) in Zemst 
came about through the Flemish Government Architect’s 
Open Call procedure. The site is in the middle of an industrial 
estate and beneath sagging high-tension cables. Because 
of strict building regulations and the danger of flooding, 
the development of the programme was no simple matter. 
There are no usable typologies for crematoria. The building 
consists of two completely separate functional requirements: 
a utility section with incinerators and a ritual area for intimacy, 
gathering together and taking leave. Here too Christian 
Kieckens took inspiration from architectural history. He linked 
this inspiration to a pragmatic attitude to the use, the passage 
of time and the progress of a leave-taking service. The idea 
of the final room, the safety of the family, and being together 
in one room are the notions that fuel the design. The room 
with its oculus is the architectural materialisation of all this. 
The sublime capture of light through an oculus, a glimpse of 

heaven and the experience of the space together form the essence 
of the building. There are several other unemphatic references to 
architectural history too.

 14 Public space, 1993-2016

Kieckens’ designs for public space have displayed the same 
approach over the years. In Flanders, creating public spaces mainly 
means emptying space and removing objects and obstacles. The 
ultimate aim is to make room for as many different activities as 
possible – markets, processions, festivities and so on. The ground 
plans are graphic patterns that give structure to the space and its 
use. The materials are mostly mineral, sometimes with a row of 
trees as a green linear detail.

In the 1990s a start was made in Aalst on looking for way to link the 
two banks of the River Dender. The first proposal, Pretext (1993), 
was an attempt to upgrade the right bank and the part of the town 
behind it. The possible disappearance of the Amylum factory 
provided the occasion for an additional reflection on the possible 
vacation of this complex of buildings and on the newly acquired 
urban space. How could the town and the river become related to 
one another once again? What approach was to be taken to the 
meta-scale and high density of this area? The second proposal, 
Densities (downtown Aalst) (1996) had a different aim and was 
intended to interweave art and architecture. The project aspired to 
reflect on the town in a different way, and to demonstrate how art 
and architecture can form a common foundation for a project that 
transcends the functional: meta-architecture. As a conceptual artist, 
Peter Downsbrough introduced words as objects that question the 
private and public space.

Since bOb van Reeth was appointed as the first Flemish 
Government Architect in 1999, more attention has been paid to 
public space as an area of work for architects. The Open Call – 
there have now been 31 – and several other initiatives have led to 
more assignments. The Filatures and urban fabric(s) master-plan 
for the station area in Aalst (2002-20) looks like an extension of 
the Densities project. It is the result of a competition organised by 
Eurostation NV, with Aalst Town Council and De Lijn and NMBS 
public transport companies as its main partners (originally B-Post 
and Sirral were too). The area around the station and the banks of 
the River Dender were reorganised as public space. A sequence 
of squares each with its own identity form a trilogy consisting of 
Werfplein with the new Sint-Anna bridge, the bus station based 
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on a design by RAUM Architects, and the station square. A public-
private partnership involving more than 50,000 square metres, a 
tunnel under the railway tracks, a pedestrian bridge over the River 
Dender and the full development of the Tragel site are essential 
components of this project. Christian Kieckens is responsible for 
supervising it. This means that he exercises control over the whole 
thing, monitors its cohesion and coordinates the plans for the 
various interventions in public space. Here, art, which is supposedly 
functionally superfluous, is undeniably an integral part of the 
architecture and the space.

In the past, utility constructions and designs for public areas were 
more a matter for engineering firms. But there is clearly an evolution 
here too. Cooperation based on methodical planning, in this case 
with Grontmij NV, provides the basis for two constructions: the 
parking plateau in Gentbrugge (2004-6) and the reorganisation of 
the banks of the River Leie in Machelen-aan-de-Leie (2007-8). In 
both designs the new contribution is architectonic in nature. For 
the parking plateau, the most economical approach was chosen, 
with the maximum number of parking spaces and the possibility 
of giving a new use to the present parking area in the future. Walls 
and canopies with plants provide shadows and present a different 
appearance from that of traditional multi-storey car parks. The 
‘amphitheatre’ on the arm of the River Leie meets the needs of the 
open-air show that takes place there every year. The permanent 
steps and relaxation areas make sure that the village and the space 
next to the banks are linked to the water and that events can be 
organised here several times a year.

A similar approach underlies the Art Interventions (2002) at the 
canal lock complex in Evergem. The winning project, taken from 
an Open Call for ‘art on commission’ presents the landscape as an 
educational entity with contributions from temporary events. For 
this purpose, an event manager was to be invited and essential 
designs developed, such as Jürg Conzett’s bicycle bridge. Other art 
projects by artists including Peter Downsbrough, Manon de Boer 
and Olafur Eliasson were intended to enhance the landscape of the 
whole site and make it into a non-urban, 21st-century place. The 
works of art were to be produced on a 1% basis, but were never 
made.

The winning design for the Market Square in Sint-Lievens-Houtem 
(2005) concentrated on use, sensory experience and meaning. It 
is composed of lines delineating parking spaces, a pedestrian and 
terrace zone, a row of trees, an underlying waterway and a solitary 
pavilion in the place where the first town hall once stood. After a 

process lasting eight years, it was still not clear whether the original 
design would be carried out. The art intervention by Manfred 
Pernice was cancelled. Kieckens relinquished the project.

The Open Call for the organisation of seven squares near the 
Joseph Stübben Park in Duinbergen (2008), a very promising 
project, was also never carried out. The design enclosed a final 
remaining area of natural dunes by means of a walking route 
and thereby linked together all the squares on its outer rim. Art 
interventions by Ann Veronica Janssens, Roman Signer,  
Christoph Fink, Olafur Eliasson and others were intended to 
enhance the whole project. The design also included a second 
promenade parallel to the existing one that would have fixed a 
band of dunes and beach. The intention was more direct contact 
between walkers and the sea.

Katrien Vandermarliere
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 CSSR    BAROQUE DOMES IN BOHEMIA, 1981
Study on his own initiative as a result of the study trip #1 to Bohemia in 1981, having 
won the Godecharle Prize for architecture in 1981

  1 ‘Kostel Svatého Lorenza (Church of St Lawrence), Nemecke Jablonné’, Johann 
Lukas von Hildebrant, 1699-1705, photo on aluminium, ed. 2/3

  2 ‘Poutni Kostel Narozeni Panny Marie (Church of the Birth of The Virgin Mary), 
Nicov’, Kilian Ignaz Dientzenhofer, 1717-1726, photo on aluminium, ed. 2/3

  3 ‘Kostel Narozeni P. Marie (kerk van Maria Geboorte) Pokany, Thomas Haffenecker, 
1710-1729, photo on aluminium, ed. 2/3

 AALST    ANALYSES, 1980
Study on his own initiative, into architecture in Aalst 1920-1980, resulting in lists 
and analyses of the facades

  1 ‘Blanckaert-Singelyn house’, Antoon Blanckaert, 1932, ink on tracing paper, 
53 x 53 cm x 2

  2 ‘Vanden Bosch house’, Antoon Blanckaert, 1935, ink on tracing 
paper, 53.1 x 53.2 cm x 2

  3 ‘De Ryck-Limpens house’, Antoon Blanckaert, 1939, ink on tracing paper, 
53.2 x 53.7 cm x 2

  4 ‘Moens house’, Huib Hoste, 1941, ink on tracing paper, 53.2 x 53.1 cm x 2

 11/15    SYSTEMS OF PROPORTION, 1983
Study on his own initiative into the various systems of proportion from the angles of 
30°, 45° and 60°

  1–3 ‘Proportion 11:15’ and derivatives, three analytical drawings, pencil, felt-tip and ink 
on paper, 60 x 42.2 cm

 CHEOPS    ANALYSIS, 1983
Study on his own initiative into the spatial proportions of the Pyramid of Cheops

  1–4 ‘Ancient Egyptian Pyramid’, four analytical drawings, ink on paper, 61.4 x 43.7 cm
 

 BXL    ‘BRUSSELS IN BETWEEN’, 1981
Result of the design made while ‘captive’ at Opheylissem Castle as part of the 
selection process for the 1981 Godecharle Prize for Architecture

  1–5 ‘Brussels in between’, six drawings from a series of fifteen, pencil and ink on 
tracing paper, 53.6 x 53.6 cm

   All the above items belong to the Architecture Archive  
of the Province of Antwerp (APA)

 QUEST: SELECTION OF LITERATURE
Selection of books that were of importance throughout the whole period for his 
own research, teaching assignments and designs
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 BORROMINI    SPATIAL SYSTEM, 1983–1986
Study on his own initiative as result of the study trip #2 to Rome in 1982, having 
won the Godecharle Prize in 1981

  1 ‘Tre et uno assieme’, Borrominian diagram and the various possibilities of the base 
triangle with inscribed and circumscribed circles, 1986, ink on tracing paper, 
88 x 62.3 cm x 3

  2 ‘San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, Roma, Francesco Borromini, 1634’, plan and 
section, 1986, ink on tracing paper, 88 x 62.3 cm x 2

  3 ‘Atrio del Chiostro di San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, Roma, Francesco Borromini, 
1635’, plan and section, 1986, 88 x 62.3 cm x 2

  4 ‘Cappella di Sant’Ivo alla Sapienza, Roma , Francesco Borromini, 1642’, plan and 
section, 1986, ink on tracing paper, 88 x 62.3 cm x 2

  5 ‘Cappella dei Rei Magi nel Collegio de Propaganda Fide, Roma, Francesco 
Borromini, 1644’, plan and section, 1986, ink on tracing paper, 88 x 62.3 cm x 2

 QUEST FOR BORROMINI, 1983–1986
Various drawings as preliminary study and explanatory writings for the step-
by-step plan that was part of the first series of plan analyses in 1983, pencil on 
paper, ballpoint and felt-tip on paper, various dimensions

   All the above items belong to APA.
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 CSSR    BAROQUE DOMES IN BOHEMIA, 1981
Series of photographs resulting from the study trip #1 to Bohemia and Bavaria in 
1981, having won the Godecharle Prize in 1981

  4 ‘Poutni Kostel Sv. Jana Nepomuckého na Zelené Hore (St John Nepomuk 
Pilgrimage Church on the Green Hill), Zdar nad Sazavou’, Johann Santini Aichel, 
1719-1722, photo on aluminium, ed. 2/3

  5 ‘Cisterciansky Klasterni Kostel Nanebevzeti P. Marie (Church of the Cistercian 
monastery of Our Lady of the Ascension), Sedlec’, Johann Santini-Aichel, 
1703-1709, photo on aluminium, ed. 2/3

 LOMEC    PLAN ANALYSIS, 1985
‘Kaple Sv. Anny (Chapel of St Anna), Lomec’, Jan Santini Aichel (?), 1702, plan 
analysis, ink on tracing paper, 87.6 x 62.3 cm

 KAPPEL    PLAN ANALYSIS, 1985
‘Dreifaltigheitskirche (Pilgrimage Church of the Holy Trinity), Kappel Waldsassen’, 
Georg Dienzenhofer, 1685-1704, plan analysis, ink on tracing paper, 87.6 x 62.3 cm

 SANTINI    PLAN ANALYSES, 1985
  1 ‘Poutni Kostel Sv. Jana Nepomuckého na Zelené Hore (St John Nepomuk 

Pilgrimage Church on the Green Hill), Z’dar nad Sazavou’, Johann Santini Aichel, 
1719-1722, plan analysis, ink on tracing paper, 87.6 x 62.3 cm

  2 ‘Kaple Svaté Anny (Chapel of St Ann), Panenske Brezany’, Johann Santini Aichel, 
1705-1707, plan analysis, 1986, ink on tracing paper, 87.6 x 62.3 cm

 S/AM    STICHTING ARCHITECTUURMUSEUM, 1983–1992
Collection of documents, periodicals, catalogues, posters, films, house style, 
invitations etc., 1983–1992

   All the above items belong to APA.
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 CSSR    BAROQUE DOMES IN BOHEMIA, 1981
Series of photographs resulting from study trip #1 to Bohemia and Bavaria in 1981, 
having won the Godecharle Prize in 1981 

  6 ‘Cisterciansky Klaster (Cistercian monastery, altar dome), Plasy’, 
 Johann Santini Aichel, 1711-1740, photo op aluminium, ed. 2/3

  7 ‘Kaple Svaté Anny (Chapel of St Anna), Panenske Brezany, Johann Santini Aichel, 
1705-1707, photo on aluminium, ed. 2/3

 FIN CEN    FINANCE CENTRE, 1985–1986
Design for a new ‘finance centre’, Aalst, commissioneed by Antoon Blanckaert, in 
association with Paul Robbrecht and Hilde Daem

  1 Axonometric drawing of proposal 1, 1985, ink on tracing paper, (APA)
  2 Facade on Pontstraat and Bertha De Dekenstraat, proposal 3, 1986, ink and felt-tip 

on tracing paper, (APA)
  3 Study sketch for proposal 3, pencil and felt-tip on tracing paper, (APA)

 BARCELONA    ‘HOUSING & THE CITY’, 1986
Design proposal for the competition ‘Housing & the City along the Diagonal, 
Barcelona, organised by the magazine Quaderns d’Arquitectura

  1 Sketch for the positioning of 2 street blocks on the Cerdà grid in 9 housing groups, 
felt-tip on tracing paper, 59.6 x 84.4 cm, (APA)

  2 Sketch for the positioning of 2 street blocks lengthwise and transversely, felt-tip on 
tracing paper with backing sheet, 62.3 x 88 cm, (APA)

  3 Sketch with study of volumetry and references, felt-tip on tracing paper, 
59.6 x 84.4 cm, (APA)

 BEACH    ‘SAND, NORTHERN BLUE AND MEMLING RED’, 1988
Design for a beach hut for Maarten van Nieuwenhove on the Belgian coast

  1 Combination of views of the beach hut, pencil on tracing paper, 
83.9 x 59.4 cm, (APA)

  2 Plan, details and reference images for the beach hut (for Maarten van 
Nieuwenhove), photocopy, pencil on tracing paper, 84.2 x 60 cm, (APA)

 GRAPHIC DESIGN
Selection of graphic design in books, leaflets and other publications in 1970-2015 
period
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 INTERVALLO    ‘PARI INTERVALLO’, 1990
Proposal for the ‘Stad aan de Stroom’ competition, ‘Quays’ sub-project, Antwerp

  1 General plan with indication of intentions for ring-road, connections to Deurne 
airport, TGV station and new underground line, ink on tracing paper with backing 
sheet, 85.5 x 61.3 cm

  2 Partial plan concerning ‘straightening’ of the Scheldt quays, pencil on polyester 
copy, 83.9 x 59.9 cm

  3 First design study with basic options and references, felt-tip on tracing paper, 
83.9 x 59.9 cm

  4 Partial plan for northern Scheldt quays with indication of Eros centre and pavilions 
on the basis of extracts from literature, 84 x 60 cm

  5 Partial plan for southern Scheldt quays with indication of habitation/work complex 
and pavilions on the basis of extracts from literature, 84 x 60 cm

 WOLFF    LITERARY CAFÉ, 1989
  1 Sketch for interior of Caffé Wolff in Ghent, plan, view of front door, wall with frame, 

indication of references, pencil on tracing paper with backing sheet, 28.4 x 84 cm

 WATERLOO    ‘A DIALOGUE ON THE PARADOX’, 1989–1990
Competition design for the ‘Reorganisation of the site of the Historical Battle of 
Waterloo’

  1 Design sketch for the layout of the landscape and siting of the visitor building 
relative to the hill, pencil and felt-tip on tracing paper, 60 x 84 cm

  2 Indication of the direction Napoleon moved his army against Wellington, felt-tip on 
tracing paper, 60 x 84 cm

  3 Final proposal with indication of car park, museum, open space with vista, walking 
route based on the movements of Napoleon’s army, indication of areas with ‘art 
dialogues’ in the landscape, pencil on polyester copy, 60 x 84 cm

  4 System for and explanation of the layout of the landscape, paint on mica copies in 
mount, 28.5 x 83.9 cm

  5 System for and explanation of the design for the building, paint on mica copies in 
mount, 28.5 x 83.9 cm

 LEONI    ‘LE ALI DEL LEONE’, 1990
Competition design for ‘Una Porta per Venezia’, Piazzale Roma, Venice, as part of 
the 5th architecture biennale

  1 Sequence of sections, pencil on polyester copy, 109.9 x 84.2 cm
  2 Plan at the level of the square, pencil on polyester copy, 109.9 x 84.2 cm
  3 Design sketch ‘Il n’y a pas de fleuve à Venise...’, pencil and felt-tip on tracing paper, 

64.8 x 92 cm
  4 Design sketch ‘A Voce sola in dialogo’, pencil and felt-tip on tracing paper, 

64.8 x 92 cm
  5 Axonometric drawing of the final design, 8 impressions, pencil on polyester copy, 

60 x 84 cm
  M Model, veneer, text on tracing paper copy, 90 x 90 cm (made by Pascal François)

   All the above items belong to APA.
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 PERSPECTIVE    PERSPECTIVE VIEWS IN PENCIL, 1987-1992
  1 Housing block in Lange Herentalsestraat, Antwerp, 1987, pencil on tracing paper, 

84.4 x 60 cm
  2 ‘Kompakt’, shop for CDs and hi-fi installations, Korte Zoutstraat, Aalst, interior, 

pencil on tracing paper, 1992, 83.8 x 59.4 cm
  3 ‘Furniture 1988-1990’, 1990, pencil on tracing paper with backing sheet, 

84.2 x 60 cm

 INT 94    ‘INTERIEUR 94’, 1993-1994
Design for the layout system and circuit for the Interieur furniture fair at the Kortrijk 
Halls, further development of basic sketch by Andrea Branzi

  1 Design sketch for layout, 1993, 62 x 80 cm
  2 Presentation plan with indication of ‘blocks, street, squares and stands, felt-tip and 

pencil on paper copy, 1994, 59.9 x 83.8 cm

 S65    ‘EINRÄUMEN’, 1992-1993
Exhibition on his own work at Galerij S65 in Aalst, at the invitation of the gallery-
owner August Hoviele

  M Model of the exhibition, 1993 (made by: Kristoffel Boghaert)

 FIANDRA    ‘ARCHITETTI [DELLA FIANDRA]’, 1991

Exhibition in the Belgian pavilion, Giardini di Castello, Venice, as part of the first 
entry from Flanders for the 5th architecture biennale

  M Model of the exhibition (made by: ...)

 PRETEXT    BANKS OF THE RIVER DENDER IN AALST, 1993
Study on his own initiative into possible developments on both banks of the River 
Dender in Aalst

  1 Overall plan showing left and right banks, possible urban structure and uses, 
pencil on paper copy, 1993, 83 x 59.5 cm x 2

  2 File with indication of reference models for the site of the Municipal Hospital as 
part of a possible redevelopment, paper copies, grey cardboard, 84 x 60 cm x 10

   All the above items belong to APA.
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 LVS    LIVING SPACE FOR LUCAS VAN SCHUYLENBERGH, 1991
Reorganisation of a space at the rear of a corner building containing a jewellery 
shop in Aalst, to make a living space for Lucas Van Schuylenbergh, collector of 
furniture objects by Pieter De Bruyne

  1 Design sketch, ..., pencil and felt-tip on tracing paper, 41.8 x 64.9 cm
  2 Axonometric drawing of the living space, ink on tracing paper, 83.8 x 59.6 cm
  3 Technical cross-sections through the designed living space, ink and felt-tip on 

tracing paper, 59.3 x 83.7 cm
  4 Plan and geometry of the light pyramid, ink and felt-tip on tracing paper, 

59.3 x 83.7 cm

 VH-DP    ‘VAN HOVER - DE PUS’ HOUSE, 1990–1995
Design for a detached house on the edge of Kravaal Wood in Baardegem

  1 Axonometric drawing of design 1, 1990, ink on tracing paper, 83.8 x 59.5 cm
  2 Axonometric drawing of proposal 5, 1991-1995, ink on tracing paper, 

83.7 x 59.4 cm
  M1 Model of proposal 1, scale 1:100, 1990
  M2 Model of proposal 5, scale 1:100, veneer and paper, 1993 (made by: Pascal 

François)

 B-O    ‘B-O’ HOUSE, 1992–1994
Design for a detached house in Willem Elsschotlaan in Koksijde

  1 Stack of all the drawings involved in the design and execution of the house, ink and 
self-adhesive film on tracing paper, 60 x 84 cm

  M Model of proposal 1, scale 1:100, various materials, 1992

 S    ‘SPAARKREDIET’, 1993–1994
Conversion of a 19th-century building on the Kouter in Ghent into a provincial head 
office, bank branch, art gallery and safe deposit cellar

  1 Stack of all the drawings from the preliminary design up to and including the 
execution, ink and self-adhesive film on tracing paper, 60 x 84 cm

   All the above items belong to APA.
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 LHDK    EXTENSION OF ‘LENGLET’ HOUSE, 1998
Extension of the Lenglet house (arch. Louis-Herman De Koninck, 1926), Ukkel

  1 Plans, scale 1:100

 MNM    PRIVATE HOUSE, 2009, 2010
Detached house for a private client, Brussels-Ukkel

  1 Left and right side walls, scale 1:50, felt-tip on photocopy, 29.7 x 42 cm x 2
  2 Plan of 2nd floor, plan of 1st floor, scale 1:50, felt-tip on photocopy, 42 x 29.7 cm x 2
  3 Facade, plan of ground floor, scale 1:50, felt-tip on photocopy, 42 x 29.7 cm x 2

 VDE    ‘VANDERERVE’ HOUSE, 1997
Detached house on the edge of the Sonian Forest in Tervuren

  M Model of the house, scale 1:100
  1 Plans, scale 1:100

 DS-H    ‘BRITS PAD’ HOUSE, 1997-1999
Detached house, Knokke-Heist

  M Model, scale 1:100 

 DDC    EXTENSION OF ‘DECLERCQ’ HOUSE, 2008
Extension of a converted farmhouse, Aalst

  1 Study drawing, scale 1:50, felt-tip on plot, 83.9 x 61.3 cm
  2 Study drawing with arrangement of patio, scale 1:100, pencil on photocopy, 

29.6 x 42 cm

   All the above items belong to APA.
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 OOI    ‘HER-INNEREN’, 2009
Entry for the Flemish Government Architect’s Open Call 1512 for the conversion of 
the Cloth Hall for use as the ‘In Flanders Fields museum’, Ypres

  1 3D visualisation by Christian Kieckens Architects (CKA)
  2 3D visualisation by CKA
  3 Competition papers, A3 format

 LF    ‘LE FRESNOY’, 1994-2008
Series of exhibition layout designs for the Studio national d’art contemporain, ‘Le 
Fresnoy’, in Tourcoing

  1 Design for the ‘La Voix’ exhibition, 2000, study sketch, scale 1:50, felt-tip on tracing 
paper, 84 x 60 cm

  2+3 Design for the ‘London-Bombay / Patrick Keiller’ exhibition, 2006, studies, scale 
1:100, felt-tip on photocopy, 42 x 29.7 cm x 2

  4 ‘Metroplan’ as signposting proposal for the exhibition ‘Panorama 7 - Présumés 
coupables!’, 2006

 NRM    ‘NEW RIJKSMUSEUM’, 2004
Design as part of the limited competition organised by the Dutch Government 
Architect for the reorganisation and design of the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam

  1 3D visualisation by CKA
  2 3D visualisation by CKA
  3 Collection of competition papers, A3 format

 GEH    GALLERY ‘ERNA HECEY’, 2008
Redesign of Gallery Erna Hécey, Brussels, in association with Peter Downsbrough

  1 Plan 

 PDB    ‘PIETER DE BRUYNE’ EXHIBITION, 2011-2012
Design for the exhibition ‘Pieter De Bruyne 1931-1987 - Pionier van het 
postmoderne’, Design Museum, Ghent

  1 Plan 

 ZMM    ‘ZEEUWS MUSEUM’, 2002-2007
Organisation and design of the rooms in the historical abbey in Middelburg to 
create the Zeeuws Museum

  1 Proposal for a new entrance building and café, 3D visualisation by CKA
  2 Interior of a trunk with documents from the United East India Company, 3D 

visualisation by CKA
  3 3D visualisation by CKA
  4 Proposal for the space for temporary exhibitions of paintings, photo-collage
  M1 Model of the ‘Middle Ages’ room, proposal 1
  M2 Model
  M3 Model of a landing area 
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 DS-H    ‘BRITS PAD’ HOUSE, 1997-1999
Detached house, Knokke-Heist

  HD Horizontal section of wall with window joint, scale 100:125

 ESC    ‘ESCADA’ CORNER BUILDING, 2001-2004
Rebuilding of a post-war reconstruction building (1919), Mechelen, in association 
with François Marcq

  M Model, scale 1:50, (APA)

 ARIS    ‘ILOT SCHUDDEVELD’, 2001-2004
Return to use for the demolished historical district of ‘Schuddeveld’ in Brussels, 
including the reconstruction of Theatre Toone, an expansion of the Aris hotel, flats 
and underground parking, in association with Patrice Leunen

  1 Exploded view, 3D visualisation by CKA
  2 Volumetry and movement of roof, 3D visualisation by CKA
  3 Facade on Grasmarkt, proposal 1, 2001, 3D visualisation © Patrice Siebenaler
  4 Proposed volumetry, proposal 1, 2001, felt-tip on photocopy
  5 Study plans, proposal 4, 2004, felt-tip on photocopy, (APA)
  6 Study plans, 2003, felt-tip on photocopy, (APA)
  M Model of proposal 2, 2002, scale 1:200, (APA)

 NOE    ‘FARMINVEST/NOË’ URBAN HOUSE, 2001-2003
New urban house with chemist’s shop and six flats in Deinze

  1 Plans, scale 1:100

 REG    ‘REGATTA’ RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX, 2006-
‘Mundaneum’ residential complex on the Regatta/Prestibel site, with 20 flats and 
underground parking, Galgenweel, Antwerp-Linkeroever

  1 Study plan, scale 1:100, 61.2 x 83.9 cm, felt-tip on photocopy, (APA)
  2 View from the bank of the Scheldt, 3D visualisation by CKA
  M Model, scale 1:200, (APA)

 LOM    ‘HERTOG JAN’ RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX, 2002-2009
4 Housing for multiple families, with 36 flats, shops and underground parking, 
Hertog Jan site, Lommel, in association with D&A

  1 View of left, 3D visualisation by CKA
  2 View of right, 3D visualisation by CKA

 CMA    ‘ALLOGIO GIARDINO’ HOUSING COMPLEX, 1999-2010
Block 30A2 containing 26 flats and underground parking, Céramique site, 
Maastricht, in association with Hoen-Vrenken architects

  1 Plans of facade, scale 1:200, (APA)
  2 Study plans, 2006 proposal, scale 1:200, felt-tip on photocopy, 

42 x 29.7 cm x 2, (APA)
  M Model, 2001 proposal, scale 1:200, (APA)

 MEY    ‘MEYBOOM’ HOUSING COMPLEX, 2006-2013
‘Meyboom’ urban housing complex with 63 flats, 2 shops and underground 
parking next to the ‘Magasins Waucquez’ (arch. Victor Horta, 1906), Brussels, in 
association with ASA

  M Model, scale 1:200 (on loan from Bouwfonds Development Property, NOA Real 
Estate, Brussels)
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 CAR    ‘CARACTERE’ TOUR OPERATOR, 2001-2003
Office building, Erpe-Mere

  HD Horizontal section of wall with window joint, scale 100:125

 VLA    ‘GRAFFITO’ HOUSING COMPLEX, 2002-2007
Housing complex with 33 flats, 5 townhouses, 1 retail space and underground 
parking at Vleminckveld in Antwerp

  1 View from Vleminckveld, 3D visualisation by CKA
  2 Design for enclosed garden, scale 1:100, pencil on plot, 60 x 84 cm, (APA)

 MEY    ‘MEYBOOM’ HOUSING COMPLEX, 2006-2013
‘Meyboom’ urban housing complex with 63 flats, 2 shops and underground 
parking next to the ‘Magasins Waucquez’ (arch. Victor Horta, 1906), Brussels, in 
association with ASA

  1 Corner of Broekstraat and Zandstraat, 3D visualisation by CKA
  2 Corner of Broekstraat and Zandstraat, 3D visualisation © Animotions
  3 Proposals for design of patio, scale 1:200, pencil on 

photocopy, 29.7 x 42 cm x 2, (APA)
  4 Plan study, scale 1:50, felt-tip on plot, 61.1 x 84 cm, (APA)
  5 Facade studies for pavilion and front building, scale 1:100, felt-tip on photocopy, 

29.7 x 42 cm x 3, (APA)
  6 Plan studies for floors 1-4, floor 5, scale 1:200, felt-tip on photocopy, 

29.7 x 42 cm x 2, (APA)
  7 Study for composition of facade, scale 1:50, felt-tip on plot, 61.1 x 84 cm, (APA)

 PUBLICATIONS
Selection of articles on projects, from Belgian and international publications
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 HK30    ‘HK30’ WAREHOUSE, 2002–2004
Conversion of a former toy warehouse, wine warehouse and pitta bread workshop 
into architects’ offices and private home, Brussels

  HD Horizontal section of wall with window joint, scale 100:125

 OOW    ‘ACADEMY / POLICE COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE / LIBRARY’, 2004
Entry for the Flemish Government Architect’s Open Call 0716/0717/0718 for the 
extension of an existing building to house an Academy, Police Commissioner’s 
Office and Library, Wilrijk

  1 3D visualisation © Patrice Siebenaler
  2 3D visualisation © Patrice Siebenaler, art intervention: Herman Van Ingelgem
  A3 Competition file in A3 format

 SAN    ‘SANDERUS’ PRINTERS, 1996–1998
New building for printing works with offices, Oudenaarde

  1 Design study, proposal 1, 1996, felt-tip on tracing paper, 59.4 x 84 cm, (APA)
  2+3 Design studies, proposal 1, 1996, felt-tip on tracing paper, 59.4 x 41.8 cm x 2, (APA)
  M1 Model, proposal 2, 1996, scale 1:200, (APA)
  M2 Model 2, proposal 2, 1996, scale 1:200, (APA)

 OOD    ‘ATTICA’, 2007
Entry for Flemish Government Architect’s Open Call 1204 for a new building for 
the Academy of Word and Image, Dilbeek

  M Model, scale 1:500, (APA)
  A3 Competition file in A3 format

 KUB    ‘STUDENT CENTRE’, 1996–1998
New building for a student centre on the campus of the University of Brabant in 
Tilburg

  1 Design study for plans, felt-tip on plot, 29.6 x 84.3 cm x 2, (APA)
  2 Design study for facades, felt-tip on plot, 24 x 57.3 cm x 2, (APA)

 MEIR    ‘DENS’ HOUSE, 1999, 2002, 2004
Rebuilding of the facade of the ‘Dens’ house with addition of shop spaces along 
the Meir and Wapper, Antwerp

  1 View along the Meir, 3D visualisation by CKA
  2 View from the Wapper, 3D visualisation by CKA

 BC    ‘BUSINESS CENTRE’, 1997
Business centre for the Xpo Halls in Kortrijk, in association with landscape 
architect Dirk Vandekerkhove

  1 Plans, scale 1:200

 PUP    ‘PUPILLEN SCHOOL’, 2010, 2011
Feasibility study and master-plan for the whole Pupillen site, Aalst, in association 
with Idea Consult

  A3 The two presentation and study files in A3 format

 OOZ    CREMATORIUM, 2011–2015
Entry for the Flemish Government Architect’s Open Call 2106 for the building of a 
new Crematorium in Zemst, in association with DAE bvba, Vogt 
Landschaftarchitekten, Zürich

  A3 Competition file in A3 format

 KVS    KONINKLIJKE VLAAMSE SCHOUWBURG, 1999

  A3 Proposal in A3 format
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 FVDM    ‘FILIP VANDERMARLIERE BV’ OFFICE BUILDING, 2011–2014
New office building for a bailiff, Roeselare

  HD Horizontal section of wall with window joint, scale 100:125
  1 Studies, scale 1:100, ballpoint and pencil on photocopy, 42 x 29.7 cm x 2, (APA)

 XPO    ‘RAMBLA’, 2002–2003
Expansion of the existing intermediate hall to a length of 300 metres and new 
entrance building, Kortrijk, in association with architectenbureau Goddeeris

  1 Photo-collage of the intended option with the full anticipated length
  2 New entrance area, 3D visualisation by CKA

 VDC    ‘CITROËN’, 1998
Redesign of the Citroën garage to create a Flemish Design Centre in Brussels

  1 Study plan for ground floor

 OOZ    CREMATORIUM, 2011-2015
Entry for the Flemish Government Architect’s Open Call 2106 for the building of a 
new crematorium in Zemst, in association with DAE bvba, Vogt 
Landschaftarchitekten, Zürich

  1 Auditorium 1, 3D visualisation by CKA
  2 Auditorium 2, 3D visualisation by CKA
  3 Reception area, 3D visualisation by CKA
  4 Detail of facade with indication of materials, 3D visualisation by CKA
  5 Design sketch #2, felt-tip on plot, 2011, 61 x 60 cm, (APA)
  6 Study plan, scale 1:100, felt-tip on plot, 86 x 83.9 cm, (APA)
  7 Studies, felt-tip on tracing paper and photocopy, 29.7 x 42 cm x 2, (APA)
  8 Studies, felt-tip on tracing paper and photocopy, 29.7 x 42 cm x 2, (APA)
  9 Studies, felt-tip on tracing paper and photocopy, 29.7 x 21 cm x 2, (APA)

 PUBLICATIONS
Monographs on his own work and/or research
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 OOZ    CREMATORIUM, 2011-2015
Entry for the Flemish Government Architect’s Open Call 2106 for the building of a 
new crematorium in Zemst, in association with DAE bvba, Vogt 
Landschaftarchitekten, Zürich

  HD Horizontal section of wall with window joint, scale 100:125

 SLH    ‘CODEX LIVINI’, 2005-2013
Entry for the Flemish Government Architect’s Open Call 0803 for the redesign of 
the Market Square in Sint-Lievens-Houtem

  1 Bird’s-Eye view of the whole square, 3D visualisation by CKA, 2009 proposal
  2 View of the new pavilion on the square, 3D visualisation by CKA, 2009 proposal
  3 Studies, felt-tip on tracing paper and photocopy, 30.6 x 82.2 cm x 2, (APA)
  A3 Competition documents in A3 format

 OOD    ‘DUIN-BERGEN’, 2008
Entry for the Flemish Government Architect’s Open Call 1409 for the relaying of 
seven squares in Duinbergen, in association with Benoit Fondu Landscape 
Architects

  A3 Competition documents in A3 format

 POP    MARKET SQUARE, 2009-2011
Relaying of the market square in Poperinge, in association with Grontmij

  1 View from the town hall, 3D visualisation by CKA

 VENLO    ‘VENLO-DOUBLE TOWN’, 1999
Development of strategy and urban planning study on the town of Venlo

  1 Basic plan

 FOCH    ‘FOCHPLEIN’, 2003
Entry for the Flemish Government Architect’s Open Call 0406 for the relaying of 
Fochplein in Leuven

  1 Overview of the whole square, 3D visualisation by CKA

 ODG    ‘GENTIANA’, 2004
Competition proposal for the urban development of the ‘Old Docks in Ghent’

  1 General view, 3D visualisation © Patrice Siebenaler
  A3 Presentation documents in A3 format

 DENS    ‘DENSITIES [DOWNTOWN AALST]’, 1994-1996
Urban planning proposal for the Amylum (Syral) site in Aalst, in association with 
Peter Downsbrough

  M Model with art interventions by Peter Downsbrough, (APA)

 ASO    ‘FILATURES AND URBAN FABRIC(S)’, 2002-2020
Master-plan for the whole station area and banks of the River Dender in Aalst

  1 Proposal for the station square, 2008, 3D visualisation © Patrice Siebenaler
  2 Study for the whole urban intersection with connections to underground parking 

and a search for a connection to a new pedestrian and cyclists’ bridge, 2009 
proposal, felt-tip on tracing paper collage, 61.2 x 83.9 cm, (APA)

  3 Sketch for the modification of the shape of the counterweights on the St Anna 
lift-bridge, felt-tip on tracing paper, 37.3 x 57.9 cm, (APA)

  4 ‘A line through everything’, proposal for an art intervention by Scott King, 2009
  A4 Collected presentation documents for the fully-developed winning project, 2003
  M Model of the winning project, 2003, (APA)
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Design, build and pass on 
knowledge

Christian Kieckens Architects (CKA) received bigger assignments 
as from 1996. The firm’s design attitude can be summed up with 
the terms ‘Seek - Build - Think’. It also explains the structure and 
method of collaboration between Kieckens and his fellow workers. 
Designing, building and passing on knowledge are indissolubly 
connected in the architecture trade. Kieckens’ personal research 
and the ensuing discussion were part of the work culture. 
The intellectual wealth of this period contrasted sharply with 
the everyday reality of the building industry: agonizingly slow 
procedures, growing administrative pressure, and a changing 
economy are just as much features of the building practice of CKA. 
Kieckens was compelled to close the office sooner than expected. 
In 2015 he donated his archive to the Architecture Archive of the 
Province of Antwerp, in the hope that, by opening it up, he could 
continue to inspire younger generations. Pieter D’haeseleer, a 
permanent employee at Christian Kieckens Architects from 2003 
to 2007 and after that a freelance contributor, reflects on the 
transmission of knowledge and the culture at the design firm:

Where is there architecture in Plato’s allegory? It is not the fireplace 
around which everyone has gathered and neither is it the cave as 
shelter. It has nothing to do with the pure fifth 1:2:3, one of Plato’s 
proportions, which symbolizes the navel of creation. Nor with the 
stairwell, the structure used to move heavenwards, towards the 
opening, with, as a reward, the other insight … before subsequently 
tumbling down.
Architecture manifests itself in the attitude of getting up and 
obeying the pressing tendency to go and look elsewhere. 
Interpretation follows observation and is the seed out of which 
knowledge is passed on, in order to be understood and appreciated 
only later. 
Christian Kieckens uses architecture as a language to propose, 
with these interpretations, a message of built culture. The 
intellectual depth and the multidisciplinary character of his projects 
are interlaced, apparently effortlessly, with personal finds, artistic 
avant-garde and an almost ominous urge to structure.
Every architect knows, or should know, what he is doing. Some 
among us also know how they do it. But few of us know why we 
do it. Why is the practice of architecture at CKA so different from 
what is done at most architecture firms? All architects produce, and 
some also offer extras. Some even make a profit. But in our field that 
in itself is not a goal – it is an upshot. CKA thinks and communicates 

differently from others. In an idiosyncratic manner. To begin with, 
CKA does not defend a project, but presents a vision. Again and 
again the status quo is challenged and each time a profession of 
faith is built up anew (why). Whether by being obstructive or by 
appealing to the critical faculty (how), each time a unique story is 
presented anew (what).
How can it be that Christian Kieckens succeeds, apparently 
effortlessly, in hopping from urban planning to architecture, or from 
exhibition design to interior design, from writing to drawing, from 
music to visual art or typography and so forth. In some projects 
things were organized down to this level.
Granted, a solitary individual has a bit more time and money, but 
that is no reason for him to look for kindred spirits, because a 
collection of kindred spirits is certainly not what ‘the firm’ was. 
The practice of architecture then becomes a way of exchanging 
knowledge, of passing on knowledge. It becomes more than 
architecture, it is a way of being, of not being able to do otherwise.
To what ‘-ism’ his work belongs I neither know nor care; it is 
particular. Just as the image of the New Zealander, who comes 
from another continent. He sits on a remnant of London Bridge 
and draws. In the romantic atmosphere of Gustave Doré, he is 
most probably contemplating a lost society. But we live in the 
present, and cannot see into the mind of the new colonist. We 
know that, by definition, he sees differently. And that standpoint 
seems to me to be the best suited as a statement for Christian 
Kieckens’ architecture. Baroque! Structure organized in a complex 
relationship of light and space. 
When he stands up and brushes the rubber from his drawing, we 
are treated to the vision of the architect who, in his mannerism, 
looks at the society in ruins. A lot of work remains to be done.

Pieter D’haeseleer
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THE HOUSE
CURARE   PRIVATE WORLDS, PUBLIC THOUGHTS [A SELECTION]

‘I think that what I am doing and what most of us probably do, is to use the tension 
between what you tell and what you don’t tell as part of the work.’ 
(Bruce Nauman, Fondation Cartier catalogue, Paris, 2015)

A series of eight temporary interventions show work by architects and artists who 
are interwoven with the fascinations, reflections and projects of Christian Kieckens. 
The selection shows the private worlds of friends who, like Kieckens, seek expression 
in time and space. Although the interventions are temporary, they leave a lasting 
impression. In each of the presentations, the duality between the individual’s 
subjective experience and the presence in the public sphere is central. ‘Place’ is a 
theme in each of the works. The transition between thinking and presenting is always 
clarified by visual means. 

at a specific place; always related 
to a well-defined architectural 
context and connected to the social 
circumstances of the ‘place’. The 
title of the film OCCUPIED (2002) is a 
first step in understanding the work.  
Occupied can equally refer to the 
occupation of a country, a place or a 
dwelling. The art film A] PART (2008, 
2009, a CKA edition) was shot in the 
Citroën garage on Place de l’Yser 
in Brussels. The construction was 
designed in 1934 by the architects 
Ravazé and Alexis Dumont and is 
one of the most striking relics of 
modernism. It is also one of the 
largest workplaces still in existence 
in which, besides the modern style, 
the building construction is also 
important. In 2008, on his own 
initiative, Downsbrough recorded 
a ‘tracking’ story throughout the 
building. He showed the structure 
and the space, its use and its 
positioning in the urban context. 
The film is typical of Downsbrough’s 
oeuvre, both in the way of framing, 
watching and editing, as in the 
proportions. His handling of sound is 
also specific: the actual sound only 
appears at the end of the film. Before 
that, the attention is on the picture, 
which has to ‘move’ in everyone’s 
head. Both ‘places’ in the films remain 
compelling situations regarding how 
to deal with urban emptiness and 
modernity. 

3 Mira Sanders
AN ATTEMPT AT DEFINING THE 
IDEA OF TRANSITION
The narrative and the personal form 
two clear starting points in the work 
of Mira Sanders. She herself evokes 
‘the “textility” of being on the way’. 
Her work focuses on the user of 

the space via discreet, efficient and 
critical research into the world that 
surrounds her and that compels 
her to ‘re-view’, ‘re-discover’ and 
‘re-consider’ everything. Using clear 
line drawings and sober texts to 
accompany the videos, she displays 
a spontaneity that goes far beyond 
the anecdotal. Human contact and 
dialogue are tools on which her work 
is founded. In this video she explores 
what really makes up the exhibition 
space, how it has evolved in the 
course of time, and how it is used/
mobilized as an architectural concept 
or usable space. Besides being a 
visual artist, Mira Sanders is also a 
lecturer. With her master’s students 
in architecture, she analyses space 
in a similar, archaeological manner. 
In the context of her initiative in the 
empty Anspach Centre in Brussels, 
which in 2006 was set up as a 
temporary artist space, she published 
a newspaper that was designed by 
Peter Downsbrough and Jef Cuypers 
and for which Kieckens wrote the text 
‘Schmuck’.

4 Kim Zwarts, Elmar Kleuters, 
 Josef Bischofs

RUDOLF SCHWARZ, 
FRONLEICHNAMS-KIRCHE, 1928
Some twentieth-century modernists 
managed to leave behind a distinct 
language and an idiosyncratic 
oeuvre. Their work is an invitation 
to study and contributes to the 
understanding of architectonic 
spaces and structures that cannot 
easily be grasped in photographs 
or drawings. Rudolf Schwarz’s 
Fronleichnamskirche (1928–30) 
in Aachen, Germany, emanates 
exceptional force and expression 
with its simple appearance. With its 

1 Roberto Cremascoli
JUST A JOB LIKE ANY OTHER
Cremascoli trained at the Politecnico 
di Milano under Giorgio Grassi and 
Umberto Riva. He finished his studies 
in Porto, where he later worked for 
Alvaro Siza. He was project manager 
for the house and gallery that Siza 
built in Belgium (1995–2001), and for 
which Christian Kieckens was the 
site supervisor. Over the past decade, 
Cremascoli has developed a distinct 
language in which he converts 
the poetic force of Portuguese 
architecture into designs for 
temporary exhibitions in Milan, Porto, 
Lisbon, Montreal, etc. His presence in 
the series is based on his generosity, 
warm-heartedness and appreciation 
of masters such as Alvaro Siza, 
Aldo Rossi, Pierluigi Nicolin and 
Leon Battista Alberti, for whom the 
experience of architecture was 
primordial. It is in addition an ode to 
the architecture of Porto and its quiet 
eloquence. The presentation bears 

witness to the possibility of showing 
architecture, and to how the essence 
of architecture is conveyed. 

2 Peter Downsbrough
OCCUPIED / A] PART
Christian Kieckens and the American 
conceptual artist Peter Downsbrough 
have been friends and have worked 
together since 1993. Their reflections 
on architecture and art result in 
installations in buildings and in 
the public space. They have had 
presentations and artworks shown 
in Brussels and Aalst, among other 
places. This interaction between art 
and architecture is made clear in two 
films; two situations in Brussels are 
explored in distinct ways. The films 
deal with the difference between 
‘specific’ and ‘generic’, between 
‘place’ and ‘situation’. The emptiness 
is generally visualized. This means 
Peter Downsbrough’s work can be 
labelled ‘a-topical’: it can be situated 
at a location, but cannot be grasped 
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re-drawings of fragments and objects 
and the photography of Kim Zwarts, 
the book presented here emphasizes 
the importance of drawing and visual 
research in a number of one-to-one 
depictions. The book used to hang on 
the wall in the room where Christian 
Kieckens took part in the evaluation 
committee of the Interior Design 
course in Maastricht in 2014. The 
drawings and photographs remain 
present in his memory.

5 Manon De Boer
ROBERT. 1996/2007
The video artist Manon de Boer 
uses personal stories and musical 
interpretations as a means of 
exploring the relationship between 
language, time, history and reality. 
She is particularly interested in the 
way in which film can lead to reality. 
Her work contains a high degree of 
self-reflection. Manon de Boer was 
one of six artists invited to contribute 
to the art interventions at the 
canal locks in Evergem (with Peter 
Downsbrough, Michel Desvigne, Jürg 
Conzett, Har Hollands and Olafur 
Eliasson, in the context of the 1% 
arrangement for Art Commissions, 
with Christian Kieckens as 
curator). Her suggestion of filming 
shipmasters sailing by and projecting 
the pictures on a large screen 
alongside the lock developed out of 
the poetic idea of letting the filmic 
image become increasingly dark at 
dusk and in the morning to have it 
vanish again. The double film Robert. 
1996/2007 shows a musician playing 
the guitar, recorded at an eleven-year 
interval. This double work is from 
Christian Kieckens’ private collection 
with, among other things, work by 
young artists (Belgian and others) 

who are just starting out. 

6 Ante Timmermans
(UNTITLED)
Ante Timmermans was invited to 
the Summer of Poetry in 2006, and 
his fascination for drawing then took 
an additional turn. In Watou, the 
construction of a natural landscape is 
transformed into an urban landscape 
by means of an overhead projection. 
At the time, gallery EL was showing 
drawings in which mountain 
landscapes were ‘constructed’ 
using geometric figures. In addition, 
small drawings (21.5 x 14 cm) 
form research models in which 
language and image are interwoven, 
sometimes comically, sometimes 
vigorously, sometimes critically, but 
always with bravura drawing skills. 
A drawing/text from 2002 – the 
thought that everything we have 
ever experienced is only borrowed 
and has to be given back – has a 
profound impact on the meaning of 
the artist as author and owner of the 
idea as opposed to the possession 
of the artwork itself. These drawings 
bear witness to specific situations 
that have to do with the career of 
Christian Kieckens and to the way 
Timmermans reflected. A book 
containing the small drawings, issued 
by Roma Publications, underlies this 
diverse world: from an abstract white 
house to ‘dans tous les nonsenses’. 

7 Hannes Hulstaert
METROPOLIS NEW YORK
Christian Kieckens’ Open Studio 
offers students the possibility of 
defining a personal research topic 
with a personal programme for 
their graduation project. In addition, 
students are required to illustrate 

or present it in a personal manner. 
Hannes Hulstaert explored the 
establishment of a university centre 
on Roosevelt Island in New York. To 
conduct the (preliminary) research 
for his master’s thesis, he spent three 
weeks studying the context of New 
York: its rhythm by day and by night, 
the density, the atmosphere and the 
human presence. The black-and-
white film is a nod to Fritz Lang’s 
Metropolis. It is also his vision of New 
York as an urban structure and the 
way in which the city is experienced 
today. Hannes Hulstaert’s graduation 
project, of which the film is a part, 
was rewarded with the 2015 Henry 
van de Velde Prize at the University of 
Antwerp. 

8 Willy De Sauter
PAINTINGS
Willy De Sauter’s artistic practice 
builds on the rich tradition of 
art as a means of representing 
reality abstractly. His vocabulary is 
characterized by abstract forms and 
structures that one finds both in 
nature and culture, more specifically 
in architecture. As Michel Dewilde 
wrote, ‘De Sauter’s projects are 
increasingly evolving towards a 
comprehensive discourse in which 
not only the objects which have 
been considered to be art since time 
immemorial are separated from their 
support and enter into a relationship 
with architecture, but he also 
intervenes directly in the building and, 
for example, plays on or deforms its 
walls. Where does Art actually begin? 
De Sauter, renowned as an eminent 
aesthetician, reaches out around 
him with increasing intensity, and 
lets his works merge with the space’. 
When Freddy Van Parys invited De 

Sauter to present an exhibition of his 
own work in the White-out Studio, 
Kieckens suggested making an 
intervention in the space instead 
of showing projects, models or 
photographs. A careful placing of two 
walls, in a space that beforehand felt 
incoherent, seemed to give the room 
a raison d’être. Willy De Sauter was 
the first artist to present work there 
on the floor and walls. The mutual 
appreciation of each other’s work 
had already surfaced in 2003 with 
the request for an installation at the 
CCNOA (Centre for Contemporary 
Non-Objective Art) in Brussels, where 
De Sauter showed small paintings on 
an outsized table.
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Christian Kieckens as mentor: 
Words & Things

Teaching is a constant in Christian Kieckens’ discourse. Based 
on an absolute dedication to the profession, the transmission of 
knowledge has always been indissolubly connected to all other 
activities. Conversely, it is through teaching that a synthesis has 
been possible of all interests and influences. That is why studying 
under Kieckens always demanded the students’ heightened 
concentration and attention. Each decision during the design 
process had to be substantiated with a feeling for architectural 
tradition and the ambition to build up a personal project. 
Ambition was cherished in Christian Kieckens’ studio and that 
is why challenges were an important part of the curriculum. The 
interaction between teacher and student focused on the ongoing 
widening of a frame of reference (among other things by getting an 
exclusive perspective on Kieckens’ range of ideas) so that ultimately 
the design would lead to a specific, tangible result with the right 
consistency (through the attention to precision in Kieckens’ 
practice). This vision of teaching was consistently explored and 
developed, and arose in the Open Studio where, drawing on their 
own interests, students themselves conceived the assignment and 
criteria for their master’s thesis.
The guidance of students was carried out via Words & Things, not 
a bipartite but tripartite way of categorizing the material produced. 
That is why, on the left wall of the Mentor section, a selection is 
screened of the texts and references that were used in Kieckens’ 
teaching assignments between 1980 and 2016. One here sees the 
raw material that in the early years was collected on slides and was 
thereafter rediscovered, rewritten and redrawn, over and over again. 
A dual screening that was burned onto the retina of students and 
laid the foundation for many discourses in the making.
On the right wall one is given an overview of the lectures and 
study trips organized by Kieckens. They were seen as a direct 
continuation of the text and the references from the class 
assignments. Lectures by architects and artists brought new 
ideas into the school and the studio, a commitment that reached 
its climax in the workshop week ‘Antwerp Design Seminars and 
Lectures’ (ADSL). This event, that was built up rather out of an 
initiative by Kieckens with the help of his international network, 
sought to transform, once a year, the conventional institute into a 
large experimental studio. 
Lastly, of central importance in this part of the exhibition is the 
design that functions as a counterpoint between the Words and the 
Things. For in Kieckens’ studio the objective was always to take up 

a position between the two by means of the design. In this way, the 
precision required in combining and coordinating (and/for/with/
against) text and image created a specific ambivalence, the source 
of all productivity in the studio. In the cube exercise, students 
learned to conceive, within a given form, a connection to be 
imagined between spatiality (after the concept of the Treppenhaus 
[stairwell]) and construction, with a material selected by themselves 
(determined by a specific verb). 
In the same way, the book was given a special place in the studio. 
For the Words & Things exercise, the book was then explored 
as a collection of texts and objects, and at the same time as an 
object that is itself being designed; an exercise that ultimately laid 
the basis for many of the master’s theses from Kieckens’ studio. 
For if one thread runs through these graduation projects, it is the 
challenge to unite all the different aspects of the design. From 
teaching assignment via guidance to personal discourse, from text 
via drawing to model, from reading to writing to drawing, tre et uno 
assieme.

Maarten Lambrechts
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WORDS & THINGS
Niels Vanvaerenbergh, 2010 _ Joris Buys, 2010 _ Maarten Lambrechts, 2011 _ 
Alexandra Gruber, 2012 _ Vincent Caluwé, 2012 _ Lander De Belder, 2013 _ 
Anna-Mira Lüssow, 2013 _ Sebastian Lenders, 2014 _ Wouter De Ceuster, 2014 _ 
Maxime Peeters, 2014

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH FOR MASTER’S DEGREE THESIS
Raf Geysen, 2012 _ Jorrit Berckmans, 2013 _ Mara Nuyens, 2013 _ Fatme Hassan, 
2014 _ Jorrit Berckmans, 2014 _ Daan Peeters, 2014

CONCEPT DOCUMENTS / THESES
Tony Van Nuffelen, 1993 _ Gauthier Coton, 1996 _ Luk Mertens, 1998 _ Rob 
Willemse, 2001 _ Maarten Lambrechts, 2012 _ Raf Geysen, 2013 _ Thibault Trouvé, 
2013 _ Jorrit Berckmans, 2014 _ Mara Nuyens, 2014 _ Rick Hospes, 2015 _ Gitte Van 
den Bergh, 2015 _ Maxime Peeters, 2016

ADSL + COURSE PUBLICATIONS
ADSL Brochures 2008-2016
Spyridon Kaprinis, Congruence, 2011
Nestor Montenegro, Cloudscapes, 2013 _ Leftscapes, 2014 _ Utterscapes, 2015
Helena Casanova & Jésus Hernandez Mayor, The Paradox of Disappearance, 2013
Ines Hérnandez Rodrigo, Marcos Crespo Ibanez: ADSL 2009, 2014
Hannes Hulstaert, Wouter Antonissen, Hakan Ulusel, Valérie Ruiters: ADSL 2012, 2014
Philippe Deroo, Adrien Maesschalck, Frederic Kronenbitter: Antwerp Architecture 
Guide, 2014
Sofia Castiello, Patricia Yus, Art & Culture in War and Conflict, 2015

FILMS RESULTING FROM ADSL WORKSHOPS
Heidi Specker, Rubens Azevedo/Julian Löffler, Roberto Cremascoli,  
Christian Froehlich, Ramiro Losada

PUBLICATION OF PROJECTS
3 over 30, Provincie Limburg, Maastricht, 2000
AA Projects Review 00/01, Architectural Association, London, 2001
AA Projects Review 01/02, Architectural Association, London, 2002
ADSCahier 21/22, Artesis Hogeschool, Antwerp, 2010
Yearbook Artesis University College 2010-2011, Antwerp, 2011
Yearbook Artesis University College 2011-2012, Antwerp, 2012
Speeltijd, Vlaams Architectuurinstituut, Antwerp, 2013
AAAward 2014, Vitra Benelux, Diegem, 2015
AAAward 2015, Vitra Benelux, Diegem, 2015
2015 Architecture Graduates, University of Antwerp, 2015

KUBUS PROJECTS
Vincent Sijssens, 2011 _ Pieter Van Doorn, 2011 _ Rick Hospes, 2013 _  
Jorrit Berckmans, 2013 _ Jerke Torfs, 2014 _ Maxime Peeters, 2014 _ Linde Muyshondt, 
2014 _ Robbe Theunis, 2014 _ Piter Ivo, 2014 _ Tom Cant, 2015 _ Sigert Defranck, 2013 _  
Arne De Crom, 2014

PROJECTS FROM STUDIO CK
Spyridon Kaprinis, AA London 2001 _ Rob Willemse, TU Eindhoven 2001 _ Thomas 
De Geeter, Artesis Antwerp 2006 _ Steven Schenk, Artesis Antwerp 2009 _ Nicolas 
Debuyst, Raf Geysen, Artesis Antwerp 2013 _ Mara Nuyens, Jorrit Berckmans, 
University of Antwerp 2014 _ Rick Hospes, Hannes Hulstaert, University of Antwerp 
2015

ANTWERP DESIGN SEMINARS & LECTURES
‘The Antwerp Design Seminars & Lectures’ – ADSL – is an international event for 
master students in the Faculty of Design Sciences at the University of Antwerp. Its 
aim is to stimulate cross-boundary thinking in design and to familiarize students 
with an interdisciplinary approach towards design problems. ADSL provides an 
international forum for faculty and student exchange. Simultaneously, it is an 
informal platform for discussion on current problems related to design education. 

ADSL 2008 [SAMPLING ] _ ADSL 2009 [SERENDIPITY ]
ADSL 2010 [ HAPPINESS ] _ ADSL 2011 [ CONGRUENCE ]
ADSL 2012 [ TRANSFORMER] _ ADSL 2013 [DISSOLUTION ]
ADSL 2014 [ ABSENCE ] _ ADSL 2015 [ ON CERTAINTY ]
ADSL 2016 _ [ CONSISTENCY ]

ADSL is about research into new possibilities and forms of expression that go 
beyond familiar formal concepts. It aims for a new future in (interior) architecture 
and the urban and rural landscape, which are no longer the setting for current 
developments, and to establish a new awareness of future spatial reality through 
interpretations in art, photography, film, drawings, diagrams and/or models. The 
ADSL workshops explore the references in an annual theme and aim to investigate 
the meaning of a variety of (world) images and thoughts on the built environment 
through poetic and personal intuition so as to reach out beyond any specific 
discipline.

INVITED ADSL GUEST PROFESSORS AND LECTURERS
Rubens AZEVEDO/Julian LÖFFLER _ Koen DEPREZ _ Theo DEUTINGER/ 
Andreas KOFLER _ Job FLORIS _ Matthias KOCH _ Nikolaus HIRSCH/ 
Philipp MISSELWITZ _ Aleksandra JAESCHKE /Andrea DI STEFANO _  
Sang LEE/Dieter VAN DOOREN _ Rik NYS _ Heidi SPECKER _ Thomas SURMONT/
Tony FRETTON _ Maxime SZYF _ Beth TAUKE/Jean LA MARCHE _  
Martino STIERLI _ Peter DOWNSBROUGH/Maria PLACIOS CRUZ _  
Javier RIVERA BLANCO _ Marco MORANDOTTI _ Neil LEACH _  
Roberto CREMASCOLI _ Christoph GRAFE _ Frazer MCDONALD-HAY _  
Gennaro POSTIGLIONE _ Bettina VISSMANN _ Maarten WIJK _  
Wim VAN DEN BERGH _ Florian BEIGEL _ Ingval MAXWELL _ Stefano MUSSO _ 
Mathieu WELLNER _ William MANN _ Graeme BROOKER _ Suzanne EWING _ 
Daniel JAUSLIN _ Pete KERCHER/Michal OZMIN _ Eleonora LUPO _  
Monique VERELST _ Akos MORAVANSZKY _ Jane WERNICK _ SPLITTERWERK _ 
Daniel ROSBOTTOM _ Miles GLENDINNING _ Andrzej KADLUCZKA _  
Alexander BARTSCHER _ Lorenzo BINI _ Josep BOHIGAS/Daniel CID _  
Helena CASANOVA/Jésus HERNANDEZ MAYOR _ Christian FRÖHLICH _  
Spyridon KAPRINIS _ Kei PORTILLA KAWAMURA/Ali GANJAVIAN _ Sally STONE _  
Jandirk HOEKSTRA _ Wilfried KUEHN/Simona MALVEZZI _ Jürg CONZETT _  
Irene CURULLI _ Herdis HEINEMANN _ Cyrille BERGER/Laurent BERGER _  
Filip GEERTS/Wannes PEETERS _ John LONSDALE _ Ramiro LOSADA _  
Mark PIMLOTT _ Anne HOLTROP _ Cino ZUCCHI _ Gregory ASHWORTH _  
Andrea BRANZI _ Lara MENNES _ Nestor MONTENEGRO _ Susanne PIETSCH _  
Ro SPANKIE/Alessandro AYUSO _ Dora SWEIJD _ Mark TAYLOR _  
Raoul BUNSCHOTEN _ Hielkje ZIJLSTRA _ Hubert-Jan HENKET _ Philippe RAHM _  
Helene AARTS _ Inaki BERGERA/Carlos LABARTA _ Marcello BONDAVALLI/
Nicola BRENNA/Carlo Alberto TAGLIABUE _ Sabine DE SCHUTTER _  
Florian FISCHER/Reem ALMANNAI _ Guillermo GUIMARAENS _  
Steven SCHENK/Daisuke HATTORI _ Aleksandar KOSTIC _ Monica MARGARIDO _  
Dani MODOL/Els NULENS _ Monica PACHECO _ Holger SCHURK _  
Sarah WESTPHAL _ Rolf JENNI _ Pelle BACKMAN _ Jorg LEESER _  
Roland FUHRMANN _ Marius GROOTVELD _ Jantje ENGELS _  
Gro RODNE/Nina HAARSAKER
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